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If your organization is committed to driving continuous improvement, Kaizen 
events are likely a tool that you use frequently. But have you considered that 
your Kaizen process, itself, may need improvement? Ask yourself:

• Do we have real-time data on all Kaizen events happening
within the company?

• Do we know who is running Kaizen events, what they are
hoping to accomplish, and what tools they are using? 

• Do we have cross-event visibility into performance against
established goals and metrics established during Kaizen events?

To help you unlock the full potential of your Kaizen events—and your 
teams—the Focused Solutions Practice Area of Lean Focus developed 
the Kaizen360 app. 

A key component of the ResultWare™ suite of Power Apps, Kaizen360 
is designed to help you manage and visualize the activities that occur 
before, during, and after a Kaizen event. Plus, it gives you centralized, 
360-degree visibility into the nature and status of all Kaizen events 
happening in your organization.

Complete 
Control of Your 
Kaizen Process

ResultWareTM

ResultWare™ is a suite of Power Apps that help to streamline any Lean 
process in your business. Whether you’re planning a Kaizen event or 
creating a Strategy Deployment plan, all apps in the ResultWare™ suite are 
designed to give you the results you need to achieve your Lean goals.

Built on Microsoft’s revolutionary Power Platform, your organization can 
seamlessly integrate any or all Power Apps into your organization without 
disrupting any of your existing software. And the best part, save over 
hundreds of thousands of dollars a year with no recurring subscription fees.

SIMPLE

RELIABLE

ADAPTIVE

Can replicate
Excel user experience

Data is secure &
available, not
saved in files 

Meets virtually
all IT requirements

Ideate problems to be solved.

Sustain the improvements made.

Track completion of
event pre-work.

Gain a consolidated view of all Kaizens.

Execute high-impact Kaizen events.
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Because Kaizen360 can be accessed on desktop or mobile, it’s always available when and where
you need it. Plus, it’s easy to learn and use, meaning you’ll be up and running in no time.

READY TO TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR KAIZEN PROCESS? INFO@LEANFOCUS.COM

LET’S GET STARTED

The Kaizen360 app can transform
your Kaizen process on two, key levels.

FOR SINGLE
EVENTS

It helps you develop a Kaizen Charter that outlines the appropriate pre-work, 
team members, and agenda. And, it helps you track the status of pre-work to 
ensure that all team members compete the pre-work prior to the event. This 
is critical to your ability to execute a successful Kaizen event.

ACROSS YOUR
ORGANIZATION

It provides a comprehensive repository—The Kaizen Funnel—for viewing 
and managing all Kaizen events and progress toward identified goals. This 
virtually eliminates cumbersome, and often ineffective, administrative 
processes for Kaizen management.

Your Single Point of Truth

Data for deliverables and prework.
Late tasks get marked with red.

Bowlers show whole Kaizen funnel at once to view data
for months after event. Pink highlight shows data is missing.

SOME KEY FEATURES
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